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Executive Summary
This award-winning (at the 2019 Software Testing Conference hosted by Stepin
Forum) whitepaper addresses the need, scope and beneﬁts of scriptless test
automation. Taking a deep dive into the growing need for easier test
automations, this whitepaper proposes a pragmatic approach that can not only
save-time and reduce costs but would also leverage the true power of
collaboration to deliver faster by oﬀering a framework that would be accessible
to both non-technical users and functional experts alike.

Introduction
Test automation is fairly a necessity for almost all software projects. The test
automation phase is expected to give faster results in Agile industry. Agile
methodology has multiple iterations with less time to perform test automation. It
is characterized by more time being spent in test automation development and
maintenance, creating tests and updating those based on new scope changes
and executing them. This situation is creating a foundation for scriptless test
automation that could simplify test automation development and maintenance.
Scriptless automation testing refers to an approach that would help users to
develop the automated tests in an easily understandable and user-friendly
manner that would, in turn, makes it easier for all stakeholders to write them. As
Testing demands functional knowledge, Scriptless automation would eliminate
scripting, enabling business and functional experts who do not have any
programming skills to create automated tests. The main aim thus is to reduce
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testing eﬀort and maximize the productivity of automation testers. Scriptless test
automation speeds up continuous delivery and leads to more maintainable test
suites
This whitepaper highlights the need for a Scriptless Test Automation Framework
that allows us to eﬀectively design automated tests without any programming
language and make test design, execution, the tracking of results, and script
maintenance, easier. The scriptless approach also overcomes automation
challenges and realizes return on investment (ROI) more quickly, by signiﬁcantly
reducing the cost of test development and maintenance.

Facts about Scriptless Framework
Codeless Test Automation is a concept/methodology supported by a test
automation tool/custom framework. It has a user-friendly GUI with provisions
that enable test engineers to create test cases by simply choosing objects and
adding operations and data to them.
Below are few facts about Scriptless automation
Scriptless Is Diﬀerent from Record and Playback
With a scriptless approach, any functional expert or business users use the
readily available keywords or reusable scripts and create new test scripts. These
keywords are provided by the tool/custom framework, and in few cases,
technical experts can write these keywords. Test data can be maintained
separately, and locators can be provided in such a way that they are dynamic and
relative, and can identify the objects with even minor changes to the UI.
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Record and playback feature is the capability of the automation tool that users
can choose to record their tests and play it back to execute them whenever
required. The recorder generates scripts automatically while a user operates the
application under test. The recorded script contains absolute locators,
hardcoded test data inputs, cannot handle dynamic situations, and is more
error-prone since it does not perform any veriﬁcation on the elements and error
handling on its own. The recorded script does not work in the long run as it is less
maintainable, scalable, and reliable..
Though Scriptless We May Have to Write Script(s)
Scriptless automation is a capability provided by tools/custom frameworks
using which we can write scripts with the help of scripted keywords that are
reusable across applications, tools, technologies, platforms, etc. The idea is to
have your automation experts build a library of simple yet exhaustive keywords
that can be easily used by functional experts, allowing them to quickly automate
tests without any scripting. Whenever there is a situation where none of the
keywords can perform an action, the automation expert would have to provide
the custom keywords to achieve it.
Automation Experts Are Still Required
Even though scriptless test automation allows manual testers to automate test
cases quickly, automation experts and specialists are still required to prioritize
tests, to identify what all can be automated, provide strategies for object
identiﬁcation, and to extend the scriptless framework by writing custom
keywords.
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Features of Scriptless Framework
Ÿ Ease of use: Scriptless framework should provide a set of reusable keywords

that would enable any non-technical user to consume them and write an
automated script. It should aim at being scalable and reduce maintenance
eﬀorts in a world of demanding business needs, evolving requirements, and
changing technology interfaces and people.
Ÿ Cross-browser testing: The scripts that are developed using this framework

should work on all the leading browsers. A user who has scripted with Chrome
should be able to execute it on Firefox or Internet Explorer with minor changes
in run settings.
Ÿ Data-driven testing support: A user should be able to change the data easily

without going into any technical details. The framework should provide an
option to execute the same script with diﬀerent test data inputs.
Ÿ Eﬀective and ﬂexible reporting mechanisms: The execution reports should

be easy to understand with comprehensive details like the steps that were
performed, test data used, the veriﬁcations points and most importantly,
screenshots of failed steps.
Ÿ Build and use reusable components: A user should be able to combine

keywords and create a new reusable keyword that can be used in diﬀerent
test scenarios.
Ÿ Email notiﬁcations: Once the execution is completed, stakeholders should

be notiﬁed with an email that can include the details of the modules, test
scripts and run settings.
Ÿ Provisioning of batch runs and scheduling: A user should be able to create

batches with diﬀerent sets of run settings or modules or test scripts, and also
schedule it to execute at a speciﬁc time.
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A Proposed Approach
The scriptless experience is achieved by abstracting the technology layer using
a workﬂow-driven approach to build automated test cases along with a set of
keywords that run in the background and convert the workﬂow into scripts.
To design a scriptless framework, we need to understand the end-user
perspective and make it user-friendly so that it is easy for users to write scripts.
The following approach packages the standard features of any automation
framework, such as data parameterization, modularization and error handling,
and an easy-to-use test design and maintenance interface. This automation
platform improves ROI.
The main components that the user would interact are:
a. DOM Sheet: Placeholder to maintain element locators
b. Test Suite: User interface to write the test scripts using existing keywords
c. Library Sheet: An option to create libraries that has reusable keywords
d. Execution Reports: HTML report that would be generated after the
execution is completed with all the actions, veriﬁcation points and
screenshots
a. DOM Sheet
We should have a spreadsheet to maintain the DOM elements with the selector
details as below. It would include unique names to be used for that element, the
selector type like ID, name, Xpath, CSS actual locator of the element. The unique
name that is given in the DOM sheet will be used in the test script sheet in the test
step so that it will perform the action speciﬁed by the keywords on the speciﬁed
locator.
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b. Test Suite
This ﬁle would have a test suite ﬁle to conﬁgure a few details and test scripts with
test steps. Each sheet will be a test scenario with a set of keywords that would
complete a scenario. Multiple such ﬁles can be maintained with diﬀerent sets of
data or browser combinations or modules or test scripts.
The test suite sheet would contain test script details with options shown below:
I.

Run status: Y/N ﬂag to conﬁgure the Test script to execute

ii. Test suite description: Description of the test script that is automated
iii. Browser: Name of the browser on which the test script must be executed
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The picture below shows the automated test script. One has to provide the details of
keyword, description, UID (element locator), ﬂag to capture screenshot for that
particular step, run status ﬂag at step level and the data to be used.

c. Libraries: Few keywords can be combined to make a reusable custom keyword
that can be used across multiple scripts. Such a collection of custom keywords is
called a library. The snapshot below shows a sample custom keyword 'Login' that
would be used for all the scenarios.
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Beneﬁts of Scriptless Coding:
Scriptless Test Automation oﬀers several beneﬁts. Some of them include:
Ÿ The automated steps and data used for each step will be in a more readable

format as English-like keywords will be used to write the test steps.
Ÿ Automating test cases becomes easier and more comprehensive as code will not

be written to automate the steps.
Ÿ With the help of pre-deﬁned keywords to be operated on test objects, time for

automating tests/scenarios is reduced considerably.
Ÿ Test script maintenance becomes easier and debugging is easier and less time

consuming as there is no technical code and all the test steps are written in an
English-like language with descriptions.
Ÿ Eliminates coding that is tool speciﬁc. The users are not required to learn speciﬁc

languages that would be used by diﬀerent tools to automate the tests.
Ÿ Conﬁgurability is easy as it makes test automation assets easy to conﬁrm for

diﬀerent requirements with minimal changes.
Ÿ Non-technical test engineers, business analysts or functional experts can now

contribute to test automation or review automated test scripts without any
knowledge of the code.
Ÿ Creating and managing complex tests is easier with the use of keywords and

custom keywords.
Ÿ Testers can spend more time analyzing test results, detecting defects, and

focusing on business areas/functional aspects, etc.
Ÿ Both automated and manual tests can reside in the same location and provide

transparency about what is automated and what is not.
Ÿ Promotes greater stakeholder participation and increases productivity and

coverage of the testing process.
Ÿ With scriptless test automation that reduces up to 50% of the test automation
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eﬀorts work eﬃciency will be high

Case Study
Based on our ﬁndings across various projects, we have seen that a
considerable amount of time and cost saving is achieved using
scriptless automation.
For one the project, which had around 600 test scenarios, team was
able to complete the automation with the use of scriptless automation
and have seen signiﬁcant reduction in eﬀort when compared to other
hybrid frameworks. We saved around 54% in automating the scope.
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Conclusion
With the above ﬁndings, we can conclude that scriptless automation is
not only scalable for Agile projects, but has many cost-saving beneﬁts.
One of the major one being, it supports non-technical users and
functional experts to automate using their expertise by giving them a
platform that ensures eﬃcient, reliable, and quality automation.
It's up to the automation experts to build a well-designed, scriptless
framework that can achieve higher levels of maintainability, allowing
users to eﬀectively change workﬂows and data while being in complete
control of the impact on overall automation.
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Execution results: The execution results should provide details that include the
modules that were executed, the test scripts executed under each module,
execution time at script level and module level, detailed actions for each script
along with test data, and screenshots wherever required. The snapshot below
depicts the details of execution results:

As the test case now consists of a series of actions on objects and their data
combinations, any change in an underlying object can be easily incorporated in
the script without a lot of overhead. By maintaining a central object repository,
any changes made will reﬂect across test cases, saving considerable time and
eﬀort in script maintenance. The underlying scripting engine interprets the
keywords and performs the execution in the automation tool.
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